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Soviet Ballet in Chinese Cultural Policy, 1950s
Eva Shan Chou
The People’s Republic of China was formally
established on Oct 1, 1949. The Sino-Soviet Treaty
of Friendship, Alliance, and Mutual Assistance 中
蘇友好同盟互助條約, which laid out the diplomatic, military, economic, and territorial relations
between the two countries, was signed on Feb 14,
1950.1 The Sino-Soviet Split that severed diplomatic relations, which were not resumed until after
the collapse of the Soviet Union, came to a head
in August, 1960. At that time, all thirteen hundred
Soviet advisors in China and all equipment were
unilaterally withdrawn,2 including the teachers
from the Bolshoi and the Kirov at the nascent ballet
school in Beijing. Thus the whole relation lasted
eleven years, covering the decade of the 1950s.
In this relationship, leadership was acknowledged to belong to the Soviet Union, “the elder
brother” 老大哥. On the Chinese side, Stalin,
Lenin, and Marx were the great trio in public art
(Figure 1). Other images paired Stalin with Mao
Zedong (Figure 2, Figure 3). (Though murky, the
ending tableau of Doves of Peace [Figure 3] gives
a clear sense of the space occupied by Stalin and
Mao. Doves is a performance work that will come
up again.)
In the cultural arena, dance was one component
of this relation, while a component within dance
was ballet. The splashiest aspect of this relation
was the Soviet ballets sent on tours to China, about
a half dozen in this decade. And the splashiest of
these were in 1952 and 1959, major by definition
since they featured Ulanova, and in addition, in
1959, Maya Plisetskaya and many other headliners.
The most far-reaching results came with the estab-

1
Dieter Heinzig, The Soviet Union and Communist China 1945-1950: The Arduous Road to the
Alliance, trans. David J. S. King; orig. pub. as Die
Sowjetunion und das kommunistische China 1945-1950:
der beschwerliche Weg zum Bündnis (Armonk, NY: M.
E. Sharpe, 1998; repr., New York: Routledge, 2015),
364-67.
2
Lorenz M. Lüthi, The Sino-Soviet Split: Cold
War in the Communist World (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
Univ. Press, 2008), 174-80.
12

lishment of ballet training in 1954 and the arrival
of Soviet experts -- as they were termed -- in 1958.
Although the Sino-Soviet Split came less than three
years later, the imprint of Soviet training and style
endured. The English ballerina Beryl Grey noted
this when she was guest artist in 1964.3 More than
twenty-five years after the experts’ departure, in
1986, when the Central Ballet of China gave its
first performances outside the Communist bloc,
this was also a much-noted feature. Anna Kisselgoff and Robert Greskovic — who are here at the
conference — both wrote extensively at the time
about the performances. After twenty-five years
of isolation, the results seen in performances are
the main source from which we can make inferences about training, approach, and much else (the
exception being Beryl Grey’s observations over
six weeks in 1964). Whatever one’s reaction to the
Soviet style, it might be thought of as a diagnostic
marker for China, significant both by its presence
and its absence for understanding how a set of
highly specialized skills, grasped in a few brief
years, is transmitted.
The above hints at the many parts to the story
of Soviet ballet in China in this decade. This paper
covers only its beginning. It makes two points: (1)
how officials at the highest level came to know
about ballet; and (2) how the proponents of ballet
used the inclusion of ballet in a 1952 Sino-Soviet
Friendship Tour to promote and explain ballet.
Space and time are lacking to cover two later
and larger topics: the Soviet advisors at the ballet school, the first of whom came in 1954 at the
School’s opening; and the Bolshoi’s 1959 tour on
the PRC’s tenth anniversary. In their stead, I provide some photographs. Four are of Soviet teachers
in the classroom, from the published Archives of
the Beijing Dance Academy (Figures 4-7).4 A fifth

3
Beryl Grey, Through the Bamboo Curtain
(London: Collins, 1965), 31, and passim.
4
Archives of Beijing Dance Academy北京舞蹈
学院志 (Beijing wudao xueyuan zhi), ed. Beijing Dance
Academy Archive Editing Committee 北京舞蹈学院
院志编委会 (Beijing: Beijing gaodeng xuexiao xiaozhi

one is of the 1959 Bolshoi tour, with Maya Plisetskaya as Bacchante in Gounod’s Faust (Figure 8).
Officials at the Highest Level Come to Know about
Ballet
For ballet to become part of cultural policy,
its high standing in the Soviet Union had to enter official consciousness. To some degree, this
standing was already known. The Chinese were
already aware that the Soviets had promoted ballet
internationally since the 1930s and 1940s as one of
their greatest cultural achievements. Thus, delegations to the 1950 Fight for Peace conference and to
the Youth Federations all had ballet on their official
schedules. This section concerns knowledge on the
policy-making level.
This occurred nearly immediately after the
founding of the PRC. This was because only two
months later, on December 6, Mao, accompanied
by many high-ranking officials, entrained for Moscow for a visit that initially had no set end point.
At home there were still vast unconquered tracts of
the country and potent rivals in the Politburo. In the
Soviet Union, his reception was cool, “as if,” Adam
Ulam wrote, “he were, say, the head of the Bulgarian party”5 (see footage at 2’24” of Mao’s arrival,
December 16, British Pathé).6 The goal must have
been judged worth the risks. That was to secure
what became the Sino-Soviet Treaty I mentioned
above. Mao was joined a month later, on January
20, 1950, by Zhou Enlai and other high-ranking
officials, to negotiate the details of the treaty. Altogether Mao stayed two months. All left three days
after the signing of the Sino-Soviet Treaty.7
During these months, the state visitors saw
firsthand that ballet performances constituted a
standard part of programming for visiting dignitaries. What they thought of the content is harder
congshu, 1993).
5
Adam Ulam, Stalin: The Man and His Era
(Boston: Beacon, 1973), 695.
6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFLz2juVbY8. Marching bands and more greeted Mao’s 1957
arrival. See the 62-minute color film documenting his
1957 state visit, with extensive footage and interpretation of the 1950 visit (narration in Chinese), https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0iU_Og9fmE.
7
On negotiation of the treaty, see Heinzig,
Soviet Union and Communist China, 309-63; for the
departure, see 366.

to determine. I know of three seen by the Chinese
officials during these months. I’ll speak first of
the one that involved Swan Lake, which had been
positioned by the Soviets as the epitome of ballet,
performed on all its tours during the Cold War.
On the evening before the signing of the Treaty
(February 13), surely a signal evening, it was arranged for Mao, Zhou Enlai, and the delegation to
attend the Bolshoi, accompanied by high-ranking
Soviet officials, including the Minister of Foreign
Affairs, Andrey Vyshinsky. They saw a performance of Swan Lake. This was an event important
enough for the Soviet ambassador to China, writing
from China to Vyshinsky, to mention it before the
event. 8 Mao was reported to have said that he was
“very impressed by the technique of dancing on
point.”9 The responses of Premier Zhou Enlai, the
high-level official who is most often credited with
decisions in the cultural sphere, were not recorded. He is, however, also known to have seen Swan
Lake on his visit to Moscow in January, 1957,10
during his shuttle diplomacy between the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe after the Hungarian
uprising.
It was perhaps more unusual that Mao saw the
second ballet, La Bayadère. He viewed this work
when he visited Leningrad informally for two days
in mid-January. On his program (on the 15th),
along with visits to the Winter Palace, Lenin’s

8
“Memorandum to Vyshinsky from Soviet Ambassador to China Nikolai Roschin, February 10, 1950.”
My thanks to Lynn Garafola for drawing my attention to
this information and its link, http://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/111346.
9
Heinzig, Soviet Union and Communist China,
364. He quotes (502n620) Zhu Zhongli’s 朱仲丽
memoirs. Zhu was the wife of Wang Jiaxiang 王稼祥,
ambassador to the Soviet Union.
10 Photographs and footage relating to ballet survive from Zhou’s visit: a photograph of Zhou
meeting Swan Lake dancers, Spokane Review (Spokane,
WA), Jan. 12, 1957, 18; and footage (not seen by me)
in a detailed listing of the contents of “The Fraternal
Alliance of Two Great Nations” (1957), reel 3 (40:06
min.), http://www.net-film.ru/en/film-4767/; the home
site is http://www.net-film.ru/en/. The pertinent part of
the summary of the reel reads: Chinese delegation visit
the Bolshoi Theatre; excerpts from Tchaikovsky’s ballet
“Swan Lake”; Maya Plisetskaya dances; guests on stage
to thank the artists.
13

Mausoleum, the Kirov machine factory, etc., there
was a banquet followed by the Kirov Ballet.11
The most unfortunate programming was the
Red Poppy, “the pride of Soviet ballet,” as N.
T. Fedorenko, a high-ranking diplomat and the
translator from Chinese for Mao Zedong and others
on this visit, termed it.12 This 1927 ballet had been
chosen specially for the Chinese visitors, because
of its Chinese setting, with the composer present
to mark the occasion. Forewarned by one of his
people who had inquired about the content, Mao
“could not attend.” Unsurprisingly, a ballet with
the opium flower Poppy in its title, which moreover
featured a Chinese prostitute, her procurer, and a
heroic Russian naval officer, was not a success with
the delegation, and the banquet that followed was
very tense.13 Still, the intent, to showcase a new
Soviet ballet thought to be pertinent to the guests,
highlighted ballet as a valued official entertainment.
As a coda to this section, I want to glance
at the marshaling of spectacle on great official
occasions in which ballet was often one element.
The first event that Mao attended in Moscow
(although without ballet) was the most important
such display: the celebrations arranged for Stalin’s
70th birthday on December 21, held at the Bolshoi
Theater. Mao, who had arrived a few days earlier,
was seated with Stalin in the Tsar’s box. All present
made ingratiating speeches; there was a banquet;
and they “watched an artistic program.”14 Centered

11 Heinzig, Soviet Union, 294. La Bayadère is
named in People’s Daily, Jan. 18, 1950.
12 N. T. Fedorenko, “Stalin and Mao Zedong:
Conclusion,” 1992; trans. in Russian Politics and Law
33, no. 1 (1995): 82.
13 Forewarned: Heinzig, Soviet Union, 363;
“could not attend”: Fedorenko, “Stalin and Mao Zedong,” 82; tense banquet: Fedorenko, 82-84; Heinzig,
363-64.
14 Heinzig (Soviet Union, 283-84) points out that
the performance was not Swan Lake. This was a mistaken memory of Mao’s translator Shi Zhe師哲 (Heinzig,
486n139): she conflated Stalin’s birthday evening with
the performance Mao attended on Feb. 13. For Stalin’s
birthday, there is footage of a parade of Young Pioneers
and more in the final four minutes of a documentary
from 1990, which does seem to rule out ballet (My Years
as Stalin’s Bodyguard, 1990 documentary, posted on
someone’s Facebook page).
14

on the Party, and above all on the Party’s leader and
his personality cult, all the elements of this spectacle were to become a familiar pattern for the CCP
Looking ahead, we can see that ballet was soon
to take a structurally analogous place at the court
of the Chinese Communist Party. Soviet practices
were adopted as Chinese practice: ballet, particularly Our Red Army Girls 紅色娘子軍, from the era
of the Cultural Revolution, became standard entertainment for high officials on major holidays such
as October 1 and New Year’s Day. Like royalty, the
high officials went up on stage afterwards to thank
the dancers. Finally, ballet likewise functioned as a
showcase of national culture for visiting dignitaries
(Prince Sihanouk, 1964; many others; Nixon, 1972,
was the first outside the Communist bloc). This last
function of Our Red Army Girls is another reason
that its revival in the late 1980s escalated in the
early 2000s when China’s remarkable economic
growth began.
Using the 1952 Tour to Promote and Explain Ballet
In 1952 the Sino-Soviet Friendship Month
began on November 7 (which was the 35th anniversary of 1917). In addition to ballet, this tour
included orchestral and vocal music, dances of the
nationalities, artists, writers, movies, etc., all coordinated with locally-organized events in Beijing
and in the rest of the country. The tour is worth a
study of its own, as shown by presentations later
in this panel and in the next on the Soviet tours in
1954 and 1958 in Paris. I am conscious that there
are many here who know a great deal about the
Soviet tours abroad from the sending side (as my
chair today, Naima Prevots, has studied US State
Department tours from the sending side). Rather, I
will talk about what can be learnt about the receiving or requesting, Chinese side. (I will add as an
aside that the 1959 tour of the Bolshoi [represented
today only by Maya Plisetskaya in Figure 8] is
likely comparable to its visits to London in 195615
and New York in 1959.)
In the People’s Daily, on November 15, every
front-page headline concerned “Soviet–Chinese
Friendship Month.” Some headlines: “Every
Region Enthusiastically Arranges Activities of

15 On its fiftieth anniversary, Clement Crisp
recollects an exciting time in “London Reporter,” Ballet
Review 44, no. 4 (Winter 2016-17), 125-28.

Every Kind”; “Workers and Peasants Write Letters to Thank Soviet Advisors for Their Participation”;“Every Major City Fervently Prepares to
Welcome Soviet Friends.”
Inside, on page 3 (of 8 pages), were columns
by Mao Dun (1896-1981) and Lao She (18991966). Both were writers highly admired since the
1920s for novels of exposé (Mao Dun) and unsparing clarity (Lao She). Here their contributions are
uncharacteristically effusive and vague, dealing
almost solely in generalities. Only the correctness
of Mao’s 1942 Yan’an Talks – whose requirement
that art serve the people was being positioned as
the principle of all the arts in the new nation –is
affirmed at length in connection with the arts in the
tour.
There are three items about ballet. The first is
a poem by Ai Qing (1910-1999), a poet famous
from the beginning of modern poetry in the 1920s
(and father of the activist artist Ai Weiwei). His
two-stanza poem is titled “On First Seeing Ulanova
in ‘Nocturne’ 小夜曲.” As you know, in this work,
she is carried out onto the stage atop his shoulders,
with a long scarf floating behind her,16 which must
explain the reference in lines 1-3:
As soft as clouds, as light as wind, brighter than moonlight, more serene than
night,
her body moves through space.
Not an immortal from heaven, but a goddess
from among men,
more beautiful than a dream, more expressive
than can be imagined,
this is the crystal produced by labor 時勞動
創造的結晶.
The last line startled me too, which is why I include
the Chinese.
The other two items are of great interest for
what they reveal about the complicated combination of knowledge and attitudes towards ballet at
this moment. Couched as praise, the two items also
16
Footage of Ulanova in Nocturne is in the 2009
CCTV documentary “Ballet” part 1.3, at 6’ 02” – 7’21.”
Identification mine, since neither dancer, nor work, nor year
was given in the documentary. The entire five-part documentary has been removed from Youtube as of April, 2017; I last
accessed it March, 2017.

aim to set out the theoretical-aesthetic and political
foundations for ballet in China’s cultural policy.
They are headlined “Dance Artistry of Great Emotional Impact” (November 15) and “My Appreciation of Galina Ulanova’s Artistry” (November 16).
I discuss them together here for the points they
make that provide and reinforce the basis for ballet
in cultural policies (translations mine):
—They explain that in the Soviet Union, the
leadership holds ballet in high esteem, meaning
that so it should also be in China.
—They prove ballet’s status by invoking the
status of Ulanova. She is referred to as “USSR
People’s Artist, thrice recipient of Stalin Prize First
Class, the world’s greatest ballerina Ulanova”; her
title is so yoked to her name, that it is practically
her Homeric epithet. She is “famous across the
world, and is an artist beloved by working people.”
One proof is that when she went to Italy the previous year, people flew from France and England
to see her. There were reactionaries who wanted
to forbid her performances, but the people of Italy
resisted and so she was triumphantly allowed to
perform.
—As for ballet itself, the authors compare
ballet to “the highest art known to man,” which is
“the sculptures of Greece.” This was the common
comparison used in the Soviet Union, as we saw in
its repeated use by both the narrator and the camera
in the 1964 Soviet documentary about Plisetskaya
that was shown earlier during this conference (also
here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lgJOnbHOi8U). In fact, the authors argue that ballet is an
even higher art. The reason is that “the sculptures
of Greece are a product of the best artists of ancient
times whereas Ulanova is a People’s Artist of today” and “that a United Soviet Socialist Republic’s
Artist should surpass the artists of old Greece is not
at all surprising.”
—They explain in detail the aesthetic perfection of ballet, modeling well a responsive viewer’s
reactions. “Her performance is an expression of the
highest level of the art of dance. When she dances,
her movement, expression, line, music, rhythm –all
elements are unified in conception and feeling. The
melody and rhythm of the music and her expression and movement are fully integrated with each
other to create a lyrical whole. She commands such
high artistry, it is impossible to discern the seams
15

of her technique.” “I felt unimagined inspiration,
every nerve, my every cell was penetrated by
delight, by joy, by beauty, I cannot express it better
than to say that I truly felt the power of artistry.”
—They quote the positive view of someone
seeing ballet for the first time (“truly like a fairy”),
which is fair enough – these in fact are often the
words of famous dancers recollecting their first
viewing of ballet.
There is another side, however, to these
articles. Placed into their historical context, they
reveal that in the early 1950s, ballet was fighting
for a place in China’s cultural policies, a struggle
in which Ulanova’s Party-confirmed standing was
essential.
Two years earlier, in 1950, ballet had had an
unhappy partial debut. A patriotic song-and-dance
drama called Doves of Peace, created in part in
response to the Soviet Union’s international Fight
for Peace Movement, had had some passages of
ballet that were roundly criticized for their revealing costumes. The doves of peace were represented
by dancers who were dressed in short (mid-thigh),
white tunics with exposed legs (Figure 9).17 The
authors of the two columns praising the Bolshoi
ballet were the same two figures who were involved in the much criticized Doves of Peace:
Ouyang Yuqian (1889-1962) was the librettist of
the work and director of Central Drama Academy,
which staged it (the Beijing Dance School had not
yet been founded); Dai Ailian (1916-2006) staged
the work, choreographed the ballet-like sections,
and danced the sole pointe role.18 Born in Trinidad
of Chinese descent, Dai was the only person active
in the Party at this time who had had ballet training.19
All publications are state-owned and state17
Yes, they look like swans. I discuss Doves of Peace
and its ballet features in my forthcoming book about the history of ballet in China.
18
Dai’s column likely only came out under her name.
Dai was talented and able – her biographer, Richard Glasstone,
who knew her late in her life, had the highest opinion of her
ballet and music instincts (The Story of Dai Ailian: Icon of
Chinese Folk Dance, Pioneer of Chinese Ballet [Hampshire,
UK: Dance Books, 2007], 8) – but her Chinese remained limited all her life and her political development likewise curtailed.

19 Eva Shan Chou, “Folk Dance in China: the
Dance Pioneer Dai Ailian 1916-2006,” Congress on
Research in Dance, Proceedings 2015 (Cambridge Journals Online, 2016), 62-71.
16

run, so making space in the People’s Daily for the
two organizers who had experienced this setback
demonstrated backing at high levels. At the same
time, it made sense that advocacy for ballet would
be an uphill battle. The negative reactions to the
ballet parts of Doves were not surprising. Ballet
is alien to many, even today, and not only people
in a country that’s never seen it. The most pithy
put-downs of Doves were repeated ad infinitum in
years to come in attacks on ballet. However, in a
one-Party state, criticisms, too, had official backing, and not only expressed an aesthetic viewpoint
but were also a force to be contended with.
A high-ranking example of a dismissive
attitude is the reaction of Chen Boda during the
Chinese mission to Moscow with which this paper
began, that is, earlier in the same year as Doves of
Peace. Chen had said, when he watched Swan Lake
on television, “Very entertaining, but tell me, why
are all the women naked?” He was also described
as “offended that all the female dancers performed
naked.”20
Mao Zedong was similarly put off. His neutral reactions on seeing Swan Lake in 1950 were
mentioned above (“impressed by the dancing on
pointe”), but his views could easily go the other
way. On the occasion of his second visit to Moscow in 1957, for the Soviet Union’s 40th anniversary, he was obstreperously negative. As recounted
by his personal physician Li Zhisui, Mao again
attended a performance of Swan Lake, sitting in
“Khrushchev’s special box.” He arrived late; Act 2
was underway:
Mao was bored immediately. He
had never seen Western ballet,21
and no one had prepared him for
it. “I could never dance that way
in my life,” he said to Khrushchev.
“How about you?” The Soviet
leader agreed that he, too, could
not possibly dance on his toes.
20
Fedorenko, “Stalin and Mao Zedong,” 84, 364;
Heinzig, Soviet Union, 364. Heinzig might be elaborating since
his source (501n616) is Fedorenko, in the original Russian.
21
Li Zhisui became Mao’s personal physician in 1954;
he evidently did not know of Swan Lake from Mao’s previous
visit to the Soviet Union (The Private Life of Chairman Mao:
The Memoirs of Mao’s Personal Physician [New York: Random House, 1966], 222).

At the end of the second act, Mao
announced that he was leaving.
After they left, Mao continued quizzing his physician:
“Why did they dance that way,
prancing around on their toes?” he
asked me. “It made me uncomfortable. Why don’t they just dance
normally?”
Li suspected that Mao was “deliberately refusing to appreciate Russian culture.” He was a state
guest of Khrushchev’s, but Khrushchev’s anti-Stalin speech (the Secret Speech) had deeply offended
Mao, and the Chinese state press was highly critical
of Khrushchev on his state visit later in 1957. Ballet seemed an easy target.
In sum, on the occasion of the 1952 Sino-Soviet Friendship tour, the advocates of ballet were both
evangelizing and defending. This was the situation
in the early 1950s. Ballet was struggling for a place
as one of the dance forms in the arts bureaucracy of
the new nation. Bureaucratically speaking, it needed a place in the All-China Federation of Literature
and Art Circles, under the Ministry of Culture. The
nature of the difficulty can be seen in a comparison
of ballet to what was probably the best received
performance act, the [Soviet] Red Army Song and
Dance Ensemble, which came in 1949, in 1952,
etc. Its People Liberation Army counterpart came
to be just as vigorous. Yet, with backing at high
levels, the advocates for ballet were able to make
their case in the People’s Daily.
The premise for everything in this pre-Split era
was the Elder Brother status of the USSR. Quoting from only one page of the People’s Daily on a
typical day: “the firm foundations of Internationalism,” “The visit of Soviet artists binds together the
indestructible unity between us,” “the great leader
Comrade Stalin,” etc. In line with this, my title,
“Soviet Ballet in Chinese Cultural Policy,” could
easily have parallels in other areas of Sino-Soviet
relations of the 1950s. There could be as well a topic called “Soviet Economics in Chinese Economic
Policy, 1950s” or “Soviet Agriculture in Chinese
Agricultural Policy, 1950s. ” In each case, there
was, in the 1950s, only one entry in any category

-- one kind of ballet, one kind of economics, and
so on. For the Chinese, Soviet ballet was ballet; it
wasn’t just ballet from the Soviet Union. Ultimately, the status of ballet in Soviet policy meant that its
export of ballet rendered this art rather like national
airlines or Olympic teams: it was self-evident that
every nation must have one, and so it happened.
A School of Dance was founded in 1954 with a
division in ballet; this was only the beginning, of
course. How it continued is another story.
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Figure 1. “The Arts Work Group of the Youth Service Corps press on to paint many large portraits of the Greats.” Source:
China Pictorial 1 (July 1950), np.
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Figure 2. The heading above the poster reads: “Sino-Soviet Treaty of Friendship, Alliance, and Mutual Assistance / Urging Forward Long-lasting World Peace”. Note the doves. Source: https://chineseposters.net/themes/soviet-union.php. This is the most vivid of many similar ones to be found by searching the treaty name and “images.”
Figure 3. Finale of Doves of Peace. Source: Zou Zhirui, A History of Ballet in New China, 19.
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Figure 4. Caption: Pyotr Gusev and Bai Shuxiang. Source: Wudao, 1958.
Figure 5. Caption: Pyotr Gusev and Bai Shuxiang. Source: Archives of Beijing Dance Academy, 23.
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Figure 6. Caption: Boys’ class. Source: Archives of Beijing Dance Academy, 23.
Figure 7 Caption: Coaching. Source: Archives of Beijing Dance Academy, 23.
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Figure 8. Caption: “Faust, Soviet Artist Maya Plisetskaya as Bacchante.” Source: China Pictorial 11 (1959), 21.
Figure 9. Doves. Note the similarities in costume and grouping to Swan Lake. Source: Zou Zhirui, A History of
Ballet in New China, 17.
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